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Summary14

Ring attractormodels for angular path integration have recently received strong experimental15

support. To function as integrators, head-direction (HD) circuits require precisely tuned con-16

nectivity, but it is currently unknown how such tuning could be achieved. Here, we propose17

a network model in which a local, biologically plausible learning rule adjusts synaptic effica-18

cies during development, guided by supervisory allothetic cues. Applied to the Drosophila HD19

system, the model learns to path-integrate accurately and develops a connectivity strikingly20

similar to the one reported in experiments. The mature network is a quasi-continuous attrac-21

tor and reproduces key experiments in which optogenetic stimulation controls the internal22

representation of heading, and where the network remaps to integrate with different gains.23

Our model predicts that path integration requires supervised learning during a developmen-24

tal phase. The model setting is general and also applies to architectures that lack the physical25

topography of a ring, like the mammalian HD system.26

Keywords: path integration, head direction cells, recurrent neural networks, synaptic plastic-27

ity, compartmentalized neuron, coincidence detection, supervised learning, error correction,28

predictive coding, navigation29

Introduction30

Spatial navigation is crucial for the survival of animals in the wild and has been studied in31

manymodel organisms (Tolman, 1948; O’Keefe et al., 1978; Gallistel, 1993; Eichenbaum, 2017).32

To orient themselves in an environment, animals rely on external sensory cues (e.g. visual,33
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tactile, or auditory), but such allothetic cues are often ambiguous or absent. In these cases,34

animals have been found to update internal representations of their current location based35

on idiothetic cues, a process that is termed path integration (PI, Darwin, 1873; Mittelstaedt36

and Mittelstaedt, 1980; McNaughton et al., 1996; Etienne et al., 1996; Burak and Fiete, 2009).37

The head direction (HD) system is a simple example of a circuit that can support PI, and head38

direction cells in rodents and flies provide an internal representation of orientation that can39

persist in darkness (Ranck, 1984; Mizumori and Williams, 1993; Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015).40

In rodents, the internal representation of heading takes the form of a localized "bump" of41

activity in the high-dimensional neuralmanifold of HD cells (Chaudhuri et al., 2019). It has been42

proposed that such a localized activity bump could be sustained by a ring attractor network43

with local excitatory connections (Skaggs et al., 1995; Redish et al., 1996; Hahnloser, 2003;44

Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997; Song and Wang, 2005; Stringer et al., 2002; Xie et al.,45

2002), resembling reverberation mechanisms proposed for working memory (Wang, 2001).46

Ring attractor networks used tomodel HD cells fall in the theoretical framework of continuous47

attractor networks (CANs, Amari, 1977; Ben-Yishai et al., 1995; Seung, 1996). In this setting, HD48

cells can update the heading representation even in darkness by smoothly moving the bump49

around the ring obeying idiothetic angular-velocity cues.50

Interestingly, a physical ring-like attractor network of HD cells was demonstrated in the51

Drosophila central complex (CX, Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015; Green et al., 2017, 2019; Fran-52

conville et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2019; Fisher et al., 2019; Turner-Evans et al., 2020). Notably,53

in Drosophila (from here on simply referred to as "fly"), HD cells (named E-PG neurons, also54

referred to as "compass" neurons) are physically arranged in a ring, and an activity bump is55

readily observable from a small number of cells (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015). Moreover, as56

predicted by some computational models (Skaggs et al., 1995; Samsonovich andMcNaughton,57

1997; Stringer et al., 2002; Song andWang, 2005), the fly HD system also includes cells (named58

P-EN1 neurons) that are conjunctively tuned to head direction and head angular velocity. We59

refer to these neurons as head rotation (HR) cells because of their putative role in shifting60

the HD bump across the network according to the head’s angular velocity (Turner-Evans et al.,61

2017, 2020). One of the challenges in using such a model for PI is to sustain a bump of activity62

and move it with the right speed and direction around the ring.63

Ring attractormodels that act as path integrators require that synaptic connections are pre-64

cisely tuned (Hahnloser, 2003). Therefore, if the circuit was completely hardwired, the amount65

of information that an organismwould need to genetically encode connection strenghtswould66

be exceedingly high. Additionally, it would be unclear how these networks could copewith vari-67

able sensory experiences. In fact, remarkable experimental studies have shown that when an-68

imals are placed in a virtual reality environment where visual and self-motion information can69

be manipulated independently (Stowers et al., 2017), PI capabilities adapt accordingly (Jayaku-70

mar et al., 2019). These findings suggest that PI networks are able to self-organize and to71

constantly recalibrate.72

Here, we propose that a simple local learning rule could support the emergence of a PI73

circuit during development and its re-calibration once the circuit has formed. Specifically, we74
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suggest that accurate PI is achieved by associating allothetic and idiothetic inputs at the cel-75

lular level. When available, the allothetic sensory input (here chosen to be visual) acts as a76

“teacher” signal in a setup that resembles supervised learning. The learning rule then exploits77

the relation between the allothetic heading of the animal (given by the visual input) and the78

idiothetic self-motion cues (which are always available), to learn how to integrate the latter.79

The learning rule is inspired by previous experimental and computational work on mam-80

malian cortical pyramidal neurons, which are believed to associate inputs to different com-81

partments through an in-built cellular mechanism (Larkum, 2013; Urbanczik and Senn, 2014;82

Brea et al., 2016). In fact, it was recently shown that in layer 5 pyramidal cells internal and ex-83

ternal information about the world arrive at distinct anatomical locations, and active dendritic84

gating controls learning between the two (Doron et al., 2020). In a similar fashion, we propose85

that learning PI in the HD system occurs by associating inputs at opposite poles of compart-86

mentalized HD neurons, which we call "associative neurons" (Urbanczik and Senn, 2014; Brea87

et al., 2016).88

In summary, here we show for the first time how a biologically plausible synaptic plasticity89

rule enables to learn and maintain the complex circuitry required for PI. We apply our frame-90

work to the fly HD system because it is well characterized; yet our model setting is general91

and can be used to learn PI in other animal models once more details about the HD circuit92

there are known (Abbott et al., 2020). We find that the learned network is a ring attractor with93

a connectivity that is strikingly similar to the one found in the fly CX (Turner-Evans et al., 2020)94

and that it can accurately path-integrate in darkness for the entire range of angular velocities95

that the fly displays. Crucially, the learned network accounts for several key findings in the96

experimental literature, and it generates testable predictions.97

Results98

To illustrate basic principles of how PI could be achieved, we study a computational model of99

the HD system and show that synaptic plasticity could shape its circuitry through visual expe-100

rience. In particular, we simulate the development of a network that, after learning, provides101

a stable internal representation of head direction and uses only angular-velocity inputs to up-102

date the representation in darkness. The internal representation of heading (after learning)103

takes the form of a localized bump of activity in the ring of HD cells. All neurons in our model104

are rate-based, i.e., spiking activity is not modeled explicitly.105

Model setup106

The gross model architecture closely resembles the one found in the fly CX (Fig. 1A). It com-107

prises HD cells organized in a ring, and HR cells organized in two wings. One wing is responsi-108

ble for leftward and the other for rightwardmovement of the internal heading representation.109

HD cells receive visual input from the so-called "ring" neurons; this input takes the form of a110

disinhibitory bump centered at the current HD (Fig. 1B and eq. (4), Omoto et al., 2017; Fisher111

et al., 2019). The location of this visual bump in the network is controlled by the current head112

direction. We simulate head movements by sampling head-turning velocities from an Orn-113
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Figure 1. Network architecture. (A) The ring of HD cells projects to two wings of HR cells, a leftward(Left HR cells, abbreviated as L-HR) and a rightward (Right HR cells, or R-HR), so that each wingreceives selective connections only from a specific HD cell (L: left, R: right) for every head direction.For illustration purposes, the network is scaled-down by a factor of 5 compared to the original cellnumbers NHR = NHD = 60. The schema shows the outgoing connections (W HD andW rec) only fromthe green HD neurons and the incoming connections (W HR andW rec) only to the light blue and yellowHD neurons. Furthermore, the visual input to HD cells and the velocity inputs to HR cells are indicated.(B) Visual input to the ring of HD cells as a function of radial distance from the current head direction.(C) Angular-velocity input to the wings of HR cells for three angular velocities. (D) The associativeneuron: V a and V d denote the voltage in the axon-proximal (i.e. closer to the axon initial segment)and axon-distal (i.e. further away from the axon initial segment) compartment, respectively. Arrowsindicate the inputs to the compartments, as in (A), and Ivis is the visual input current. (E) Postsynapticlocations in the ellipsoid body (EB) for an example HD (E-PG) neuron; for details, see Methods. Theneuron receives recurrent and HR input (green and orange dots, corresponding to inputs from P-EN1and P-EN2 cells, respectively) and visual input (purple and blue dots, corresponding to inputs fromvisually responsive R2 and R4d cells, respectively) in distinct spatial locations.

stein–Uhlenbeck process (Methods), and we provide the corresponding velocity input to the114

HR cells (eq. (9), Fig. 1C). HR cells provide direct input to HD cells, and HR cells also receive115

input from HD cells (Fig. 1A). Both HR and HD cells receive global inhibition, which is in line116

with a putative "local" model of HD network organization (Kim et al., 2017). The connections117

from HR to HD cells (W HR) and the recurrent connections among HD cells (W rec) are assumed118
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to be plastic. The goal of learning is to tune these plastic connections so that the network can119

achieve PI in the absence of visual input.120

The unit that controls plasticity in our network is an ”associative neuron”. It is inspired by121

pyramidal neurons of the mammalian cortex whose dendrites act, via backpropagating action122

potentials, as coincidence detectors for signals arriving from different layers of the cortex and123

targeting different compartments of the neuron (Larkum et al., 1999). Paired with synaptic124

plasticity, coincidence detection can lead to long-lasting associations between these signals125

(Larkum, 2013). To map the morphology of a cortical pyramidal cell to the one of a HD cell in126

the fly, we first point out that all relevant inputs arrive at the dendrites of HD cells within the127

ellipsoid body (EB) of the fly (Xu et al., 2020); moreover, the soma itself is externalized in the128

fly brain, and it is unlikely to contribute considerably to computations (Gouwens and Wilson,129

2009; Tuthill, 2009). We thus link the dendrites of the pyramidal associative neuron to the axon-130

distal dendritic compartment of the associative HD neuron in the fly, and we link the soma of131

the pyramidal associative neuron to the axon-proximal dendritic compartment of the asso-132

ciative HD neuron in the fly. Furthermore, we assume that the axon-proximal compartment133

is electrotonically closer to the axon initial segment, and therefore, similarly to the somatic134

compartment in pyramidal neurons, inputs there can more readily initiate action potentials.135

We also assume that associative HD cells receive visual input (Ivis) in the axon-proximal com-136

partment, and both recurrent input (W rec) andHR input (W HR) in the axon-distal compartment;137

accordingly, wemodel HDneurons as two-compartment units (Fig. 1D). The associative neuron138

can learn the synaptic weights of the incoming connections in the axon-distal compartment,139

therefore, as mentioned, we letW rec andW HR be plastic.140

Wefind that the assumption of spatial segregation of postsynapses of HD cells is consistent141

with our analysis of recently-released EM data from the fly (Xu et al., 2020). For an example142

HD (E-PG) neuron, Figure 1E depicts that head rotation and recurrent inputs (mediated by P-143

EN1 and P-EN2 cells, respectively (Turner-Evans et al., 2020)) contact the E-PG cell in locations144

within the EB that are distinct compared to those of visually responsive neurons R2 and R4d145

(Omoto et al., 2017; Fisher et al., 2019), as hypothesized. The same pattern was observed for146

a total of 16 E-PG neurons (one for each "wedge" of the EB) that we analyzed.147

The connections from HD to HR cells (W HD) are assumed to be fixed, and HR cells are148

modeled as single-compartment units. Projections are organized such that each wing neuron149

receives input fromonly one specific HD neuron for every HD (Fig. 1A). This simple initial wiring150

makes HR cells conjunctively tuned to HR and HD, and we assume that it has already been151

formed, for example, during pre-natal circuit assembly. In addition, the connections carrying152

the visual and angular velocity inputs are also assumed to be fixed. Although plasticity in153

the visual inputs has been shown to exist (Fisher et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019), here we focus154

on how the path-integrating circuit itself originally self-organizes. Therefore, to simplify the155

setting and without loss of generality, we assume a fixed anchoring to environmental cues as156

the animal moves in the same environment (for details, see Discussion).157

The visual input acts as a supervisory signal during learning (D'Albis and Kempter, 2020),158

which is used to change weights of synapses onto the axon-distal compartment of HD cells.159
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We utilize the learning rule proposed by Urbanczik and Senn (2014) (for details, see Methods),160

which tunes the incoming synaptic connections in the axon-distal compartment in order to161

minimize the discrepancy between the firing rate of the neuron (which is primarily a function162

of the visual input) and the prediction of the firing rate by the axon-distal compartment in the163

absence of visual input, which depends on head rotation velocity. From now on, we refer to164

this discrepancy as "learning error", or simply "error" (eq. (17)) (in units of firing rate). Impor-165

tantly, this learning rule is biologically plausible because the firing rate of an associative neuron166

is locally available at every synapse in the axon-distal compartment due to the assumed back-167

propagation of axonal activity to the dendrites. The other two signals that enter the learning168

rule are the voltage of the axon-distal compartment and the postsynaptic potential, which are169

also available locally at the synapse; for details, see Methods.170

Mature network can path-integrate in darkness171

Figure 2A shows an example of the performance of a trained network, for the light condition172

(i.e., when visual input is available; yellow overbars) and for PI in darkness (purple overbars);173

the performance is quantified by the PI error (in units of degrees) over time. PI error refers174

to the accumulated difference between the internal representation of heading and the true175

heading, and it is different from the learning error introduced previously.176

A unique bump of activity is clearly present at all times in the HD network (Fig. 2A, top), in177

both light and darkness conditions, and this bump moves smoothly across the network for a178

variable angular velocity (Fig. 2A, bottom). The position of the bump is defined as the popula-179

tion vector average (PVA) of the neural activity in the HD network. The HD bump also leads to180

the emergence of bumps in the HR network, separately for L-HR and R-HR cells (Fig. 2A, sec-181

ond and third panel from top). In light conditions (0–20 s in Fig. 2A), the PVA closely tracks the182

head direction of the animal in HD, L-HR, and R-HR cells alike, which is expected because the183

visual input guides the network activity. Importantly, however, in darkness (20–50 s in Fig. 2A),184

the self-motion input alone is enough to track the animal’s heading, leading to a small PI error185

between the internal representation of heading and the ground truth. This error is corrected186

after the visual input reappears (at 50 s in Fig. 2a). Such PI errors in darkness are qualitatively187

consistent with data reported in the experimental literature (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015). The188

correction of the PI error also reproduces in silico the experimental finding that the visual in-189

put (whenever available) exerts stronger control on the bump location than the self-motion190

input (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015), which suggests that even the mature network does not191

rely on PI when visual cues are available.192

To quantify the accuracy of PI in ourmodel, we draw 1000 trials, each 60 s long, for constant193

synaptic weights and in the absence of visual input. We also limit the angular velocities in these194

trials to retain only velocities that flies realistically display (see dashed green lines in Fig. 2C195

and Methods). We then plot the distribution of PI errors every 10 s (Fig. 2B). We find that196

average absolute PI errors (widths of distributions) increase with time in darkness, but most197

of the PI errors at 60 s are within 60 degrees of the true heading. This vastly exceeds the198

PI performance of flies (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015). However, it should be noted that the199
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model here corresponds to an ideal scenario which serves as a proof of principle. We will later200

incorporate irregularities owning to biological factors (asymmetry in the weights, biological201

noise) that bring the network’s performance closer to the fly’s behavior.202

To further assess the network’s ability to integrate different angular velocities, we simulate203

the system both with and without visual input for 5 s during which the angular velocity is con-204

stant. We then compute the average movement velocity of the bump across the network, i.e.,205

the neural velocity, and compare it to the real velocity provided as input. Figure 2C shows that206

the network achieves a PI gain (defined as the ratio between neural and real velocity) close to207

1 both with and without supervisory visual input, meaning that the neural velocity matches208

very well the angular velocity of the animal, for all angular velocities that are observed in ex-209

periments (v < 500 degrees/s for walking and flying) (Geurten et al., 2014; Stowers et al., 2017).210

Although expected in light conditions, the fact that gain 1 is achieved in darkness shows that211

the network predicts the missing visual input from the velocity input, i.e., the network path212

integrates accurately. Note that PI is impaired in our model for very small angular velocities213

(Fig. 2C, flat purple line for v < 30 degrees/s), similarly to previous hand-tuned theoretical214

models (Turner-Evans et al., 2017). This is a direct consequence of the fact that maintaining215

a stable activity bump and moving it across the network at very small angular velocities are216

competing goals. Crucially, it has been reported that such an impairment of PI for small angu-217

lar velocities exists in flies (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015). Therefore our network reproduces218

this feature of the fly HD system as an emergent property from learning, and not as a feature219

built-in by hand.220

The network is a quasi-continuous attractor221

A continuous attractor network (CAN) should be able to maintain a localised bump of activity222

in virtually a continuum of locations around the ring of HD cells. To prove that the learned223

network approximates this property, we seek to reproduce in silico experimental findings in224

Kim et al. (2017). There it was shown that local optogenetic stimulation of HD cells in the ring225

can cause the activity bump to jump to a new position and persist in that location— supported226

by internal dynamics alone.227

To reproduce the experiments by Kim et al. (2017), we simulate optogenetic stimulation of228

HD cells in our network as visual input of increased strength and extent (for details, see Meth-229

ods). We find that the strength and extent of the stimulation needs to be increased relative to230

that of the visual input; only in this case, a bump at some other location in the network can be231

suppressed, and a new bump emerges at the stimulated location. The stimuli are assumed to232

appear instantaneously at random locations, but we restrict our set of stimulation locations to233

the discrete angles represented by the finite number of HDneurons. Furthermore, the velocity234

input is set to zero for the entire simulation, signaling lack of head movement.235

Figure 2D shows network activity in response to several stimuli, when the stimulation lo-236

cation changes abruptly every 5 s. During stimulation (2 s long, red overbars), the bump is237

larger than normal due to the use of a stronger than usual visual-like input to mimic optoge-238

netic stimulation. The way in which the network responds to a stimulation depends on how239
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Figure 2. Path integration (PI) performance of the network. (A) Example activity profiles of HD, L-HR,and R-HR neurons (firing rates gray-scale coded). Activities are visually guided (yellow overbars) or arethe result of PI in the absence of visual input (purple overbar). The ability of the circuit to follow thetrue heading is slightly degraded during PI in darkness. The PI error, i.e., the difference between thePVA and the true heading of the animal as well as the instantaneous head angular velocity are plottedseparately. (B) Temporal evolution of the distribution of PI errors in darkness, for 1000 simulations.The distribution gets wider with time, akin to a diffusion process. (C) Relation between head angularvelocity and neural angular velocity, i.e., the speed with which the bump moves in the network. Thereis almost perfect (gain 1) PI in darkness for head angular velocities within the range of maximumangular velocities that are displayed by the fly (dashed green horizontal lines; see Methods). (D)Example of consecutive stimulations in randomly permeated HD locations, simulating optogeneticstimulation experiments in Kim et al. (2017). Red overbars indicate when the network is stimulatedwith stronger than normal visual-like input, at the location indicated by the animal’s true heading(light green line), while red dashed vertical lines indicate the onset of the stimulation. The network isthen left in the dark. Our simulations show that the bump remains at the stimulated positions, whichsuggests that the network well approximates a line attractor.

far away from the “current” location it is stimulated: for shorter distances, the bump activity240

shifts to the new location, as evidenced by the transient dynamics at the edges of the bump241

resembling an exponential decay from an initial to a new location (e.g. see Fig. 2D at 20 s).242

However, for longer distances the bump first emerges in the new location and subsequently243

disappears at the initial location, a mechanism akin to a “jump” (Fig. 2D, all other transitions).244

Similar effects have been observed in the experimental literature (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015;245

Kim et al., 2017). The way the network responds to stimulation indicates that it operates in a246

CAN manner, and not as a winner-takes-all (WTA) network where changes in bump location247

would always be instantaneous (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987; Itti et al., 1998; Wang, 2002).248

Following a 2-s stimulation, the network activity has converged to the new cued location.249

After the stimulation has been turned off, the bump remains at the new location (within the250

angular resolutionΔ� of the network), supported by internal network dynamics alone (Fig. 2D).251

We confirmed in additional simulations that the bump does not drift away from the stimulated252

location for extended periods of time (3-minute duration tested, only 3 s shown), and for all253

discrete locations in the HD network (only six locations shown). Therefore, we conclude that254

the HD network is a quasi-continuous attractor that can reliably sustain a heading represen-255

tation over time in all HD locations. In reality, it is expected for the bump to drift away due to256

asymmetries in the connectivity of the biological circuit and biological noise (Burak and Fiete,257

2012). In flies, for instance, the bump can stay put only for several seconds (Kim et al., 2017).258

Learning results in synaptic connectivity that matches the one in the fly259

To gain more insight into how the network achieves PI and attains CAN properties, we show260

how the synaptic weights of the network are tuned during a developmental period (Fig. 3).261

Figures 3A,B show the learned recurrent synaptic weights among the HD cells, W rec, and the262

learned synaptic weights from HR to HD cells, W HR, respectively. Circular symmetry is ap-263

parent in both matrices, a crucial property for any ring attractor. Therefore we also plot the264

profiles of the learned weights as a function of receptive field difference in Fig. 3C.265
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First, we discuss the properties of the learned weights. Local excitatory connections have266

developed along themain diagonal ofW rec, similar to what is observed in the CX (Turner-Evans267

et al., 2020). This local excitation can be readily seen in the weight profile of W rec in Fig. 3C,268

and it is the substrate that allows the network to support stable activity bumps in virtually any269

location. In addition, we observe inhibition surrounding the local excitatory profile in both270

directions. This inhibition emerges despite the fact that we provide global inhibition to all HD271

cells (IHDinℎ parameter, Methods), in line with suggestions from previous work (Kim et al., 2017).272

Surrounding inhibitionwas a featureweobserved consistently in learnednetworks of different273

sizes and for different global inhibition levels. Finally, the angular offset of the two negative274

sidelobes in the connectivity depends on the size and shape of the entrained HD bump (for275

details, see Mathematical Appendix).276

Furthermore, we find a consistent pattern of both L-HR and R-HR populations to excite the277

direction for which they are selective (Fig. 3C), which is also similar to what is observed in the278

CX (Turner-Evans et al., 2020). Excitation in one direction is accompanied by inhibition in the279

reverse direction in the learned network. As a result of the symmetry in our learning paradigm,280

the connectivity profiles of L-HR and R-HR cells are mirrored versions of each other, which is281

also clearly visible in Fig. 3C. The inhibition of the reverse direction has a width comparable to282

the bump size and acts as a “break” to prevent the bump from moving in this direction. The283

excitation in the selective direction, on the other hand, has a wider profile, which allows the284

network to path integrate for a wide range of angular velocities, i.e., for high angular velocities285

neurons further downstream can be "primed" and activated in rapid succession. Indeed, when286

we remove the wide projections from the excitatory connectivity, PI performance is impaired287

for the higher angular velocities exclusively (Fig. S1). The even weight profile in W rec and the288

mirror symmetry for L-HR vs. R-HR profiles inW HR, together with the circular symmetry of the289

weights throughout the ring, guarantee that there is no side bias (i.e., tendency of the bump to290

favor one direction of movement versus the other) during PI. Indeed, the PI error distribution291

in Fig. 2B remains symmetric throughout the 60-s simulations.292

Next, we focus our attention on the dynamics of learning. For training times larger than a293

few hours, the absolute learning error drops and settles to a low value, indicating that learning294

has converged after ∼20 hours of training time (Fig. 3D). The non-zero value of the final error295

is only due to errors occurring at the edges of the bump (Fig. S2A, top panel). An intuitive296

explanation of why these errors persist is that the velocity pathway is learning to predict the297

visual input; as a result, when the visual input is present, the velocity pathway creates errors298

that are consistent with PI velocity biases in darkness (see Supplementary Information).299

Figures 3E,F show the weight development history for the entire simulation. The first struc-300

ture that emerges during learning is the local excitatory recurrent connections in W rec. For301

these early stages of learning, the initial connectivity is controlled by the autocorrelation of302

the visual input, which gets imprinted in the recurrent connections by means of Hebbian co-303

activation of adjacent HD neurons. As a result, the width of the local excitatory profile mirrors304

the width of the visual input. Once a clear bump is established in the HD ring, the HR con-305

nections are learned to support bumpmovement, and negative sidelobes inW rec emerge. To306
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understand the shape of the learned connectivity profiles and the dynamics of their develop-307

ment, we study a reduced version of the full model, which follows learning in bump-centric co-308

ordinates (see Mathematical Appendix). The reducedmodel produces a connectivity strikingly309

similar to the full model, and highlights the important role of non-linearities in the system.310

So far we have shown results in which our model far outperforms flies in terms of PI accu-311

racy. To bridge this gap, we add noise to the weight connectivity in Fig. 3A,B, and obtain the312

connectivity matrices in Fig. S3A,B, respectively. This perturbation of the weights accounts for313

irregularities in the fly HD system owning to biological factors, such as uneven synaptic den-314

sities. The resulting neural velocity gain curve in Fig. S3E is impaired mainly for small angular315

velocities (cf. Fig. 2C). Interestingly, it now bears greater similarity to the one observed in flies,316

because the previously flat area for small angular velocities is wider (flat for v < 60 degrees/s,317

cf. extended data Fig. 7G,J in Seelig and Jayaraman (2015)). This happens because the noisy318

connectivity is less effective in initiating bumpmovement. Finally, the PI errors in the network319

with noisy connectivity grow much faster, and display a strong side bias (Fig. S3D, cf. Fig. 2B).320

The latter can be attributed to the fact that the noise in the connectivity generates localminima321

in the energy landscape of the ring attractor that are easier to transverse from one direction322

vs. the other. Side bias can also emerge if the learning rate � in eq. (15) is increased, effectively323

forcing learning to converge faster to a local minimum, which results in slight deviations from324

circularly symmetric connectivity (data not shown). It is therefore expected that different ani-325

mals will display different degrees and directions of side bias during PI, owning either to fast326

learning or asymmetries in the underlying neurobiology. In the Supplementary Information327

we also incorporate randomGaussian noise to all inputs, which can account for noisy percepts328

or stochasticity of spiking, and show that learning is not disrupted even for high noise levels329

(Fig. S4).330

Fast adaptation to arbitrary neural velocity gains331

Having shown how PI and CAN properties are learned in ourmodel, we now turn our attention332

to the flexibility that our learning setup affords. Motivated by virtual-reality experiments in333

rodents where the relative gain of visual and self-motion inputs is manipulated (Jayakumar334

et al., 2019), we testwhether our network can rewire to learn an arbitrary gain between the two.335

In other words, we attempt to learn an arbitrary gain g between the idiothetic angular velocity336

v sensed by the HR cells and the neural velocity g v dictated by the allothetic visual input. This337

simulates the conditions in a virtual reality environment, where the speed at which the world338

around the animal rotates is determined by the experimenter, but the proprioceptive sense339

of head angular velocity remains the same.340

Starting with the learned network shown in Fig. 3, which displayed gain g = 1, we suddenly341

switch to a different gain, i.e., we learn weights for either g = 0.5 or g = 1.5, corresponding342

to a 50% decrease or increase in gain, respectively. In both cases, we observe that the net-343

work readily rewires to achieve the new gain. The mean learning error after the gain switch is344

initially high, but reaches a lower, constant level after only 1–2 hours of training (Fig. 4A). We345

note that convergence is much faster compared to the time it takes for the gain-1 network346
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Figure 3. The network connectivity during and after learning. (A), (B) The learned weight matrices(color coded) of recurrent connections in the HD ring,W rec, and of HR-to-HD connections,W HR,respectively. Note the circular symmetry in both matrices. (C) Profiles of (A) and (B), averaged acrosspresynaptic neurons. (D) Absolute learning error in the network (eq. (18)) for 12 simulations(transparent lines) and average across simulations (opaque line). At time t = 0, we initialize all theplastic weights at random and train the network for 8 × 104 s (∼22 hours). The mean learning errorincreases in the beginning while a bump inW rec is emerging, which is necessary to generate apronounced bump in the network activity. For weak activity bumps, absolute errors are small becausethe overall network activity is low. After ∼1 hour of training, the mean learning error decreases withincreasing training time and converges to a small value. (E), (F) Time courses of development of theprofiles ofW rec andW HR, respectively. Note the logarithmic time scale.
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to emerge from scratch (compare to Fig. 3D). Importantly, Fig. 4B shows that PI performance347

in the resulting networks is excellent for the two new gains, with some degradation only for348

very low and very high angular velocities. There are two reasons why high angular velocities349

are not learned that well: limited training of these velocities, and saturation of HR cell activity.350

Both reasons are by design and do not reflect a fundamental limit of the network. In the Sup-351

plementary Information we show that without the aforementioned limitations the network352

learns to path-integrate up to an angular velocity limit set by synaptic delays (Fig. S5).353

Figures 4C,D compare the weight profiles of the resulting circularly symmetric matrices354

W rec and W HR, respectively, for the three different gains. An increase in gain slightly sup-355

presses the recurrent connections and slightly amplifies the HR-to-HD connections, while a356

decrease in gain substantially amplifies the recurrent connections and slightly suppresses the357

HR-to-HD connections. The latter explains why the flat region for small angular velocities in358

Fig. 4B has been extended for g = 0.5: it is now harder for small angular velocities to over-359

come the attractor formed by stronger recurrent weights and move the bump. We note that360

the network can also learn to reverse its gain (g = −1), i.e., when the visual and self-motion361

inputs are signaling movement in opposite directions. However, it takes considerably more362

time to do so than learning g = −1 from scratch (data not shown). Overall, our simulations363

demonstrate that the visual input exerts stronger control on plasticity in the network than the364

velocity pathway, leading to rewiring of the PI circuit.365

Discussion366

The ability of animals to navigate in the absence of external cues is crucial for their survival.367

Head direction, place, and grid cells provide internal representations of space (Ranck, 1984;368

Moser et al., 2008) that can persist in darkness and possibly support path integration (PI) (Mizu-369

mori andWilliams, 1993; Quirk et al., 1990; Hafting et al., 2005). Extensive theoretical work has370

focused on how the spatial navigation system might rely on continuous attractor networks371

(CANs) to maintain and update a neural representation of the animal’s current location. Spe-372

cial attention was devoted to models representing orientation, with the ring attractor network373

being one of the most famous of these models (Amari, 1977; Ben-Yishai et al., 1995; Skaggs374

et al., 1995; Seung, 1996). So far, modelling of the HD system has been relying on hand-tuned375

synaptic connectivity (Zhang, 1996; Xie et al., 2002; Turner-Evans et al., 2017; Page et al., 2018)376

without reference to its origin; or has been relying on synaptic plasticity rules that either did377

not achieve gain-1 PI (Stringer et al., 2002) or were not biologically plausible (Hahnloser, 2003).378

Summary of findings379

Inspired by the recent discovery of a ring attractor network for HD in Drosophila (Seelig and Ja-380

yaraman, 2015), we showhow a biologically plausible learning rule leads to the emergence of a381

circuit that achieves gain-1 PI in darkness. The learned network features striking similarities in382

terms of connectivity to the one experimentally observed in the fly (Turner-Evans et al., 2020),383

and reproduces experiments on CAN dynamics (Kim et al., 2017) and gain changes between384

external and self-motion cues (Jayakumar et al., 2019). Furthermore, an emergent property of385
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Figure 4. The network adapts rapidly to new gains. Starting from the converged network in Fig. 3, wechange the gain between visual and self-motion inputs, akin to experiments conducted in VR in fliesand rodents (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015; Jayakumar et al., 2019). Solid, dotted, and dashed linesthroughout the figure correspond to gains g = {1, 0.5, 1.5}, respectively. (A) The mean learning erroraveraged across 12 simulations for different gains. After an initial increase due to the change of gain,the errors decrease rapidly and settle to a low value. The steady-state values depend on the gain dueto the by-design impairment of high angular velocities, which affects high gains preferentially.Crucially, adaptation to a new gain is much faster than learning the HD system from scratch (cf.Fig. 3D). (B) Velocity gain curves for different gains. The network has remapped to learn accurate PIwith different gains for the entire dynamic range of head angular velocity inputs (approx.
[−500, 500] deg/s). (C), (D) Final profiles ofW rec andW HR, respectively, for different gains.

the mature network is an impairment of PI for small angular velocities, which is a feature that386

has been reported in experiments (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015).387

The mature circuit displays two properties characteristic of CANs: 1) it can support and388

actively maintain a local bump of activity at a virtual continuum of locations, and 2) it canmove389

the bump across the network by integrating self-motion cues. Note that we did not explicitly390

train the network to achieve these CANproperties, but they rather emerged in a self-organized391

manner.392

To achieve gain-1 PI performance, our networkmust attribute learning errors to the appro-393
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priate weights. The learning rule we adopt is a "delta-like" rule, with a learning error in eq. (17)394

that gates learning in the network, and a Hebbian component that comes in the form of the395

postsynaptic potential in eq. (11) and assigns credit to synapses that are active when errors are396

large. The learning rule leads to the emergence of both symmetric local connectivity between397

HD cells (which is required for bump maintenance and stability), and asymmetric connectivity398

fromHR to HD cells (which is required for bumpmovement in darkness). The first happens be-399

cause adjacent neurons are co-active due to correlated visual input; the second because only400

one HR population is predominantly active during rotation: the population that corresponds401

to the current rotation direction (for details, see also the Mathematical Appendix).402

Relation to experimental literature403

Our work comes at a time at which the fly HD system receives a lot of attention (Seelig and404

Jayaraman, 2015; Turner-Evans et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2017, 2019; Fisher et al., 2019), and405

suggests a mechanism of how this circuit could self-organize during development. Synaptic406

plasticity has been shown to be important in this circuit for anchoring the visual input to the407

HD neurons when the animal is exposed to a new environment (Kim et al., 2019; Fisher et al.,408

2019). This has also been demonstrated in models of the mammalian HD system (Skaggs409

et al., 1995; Zhang, 1996; Song and Wang, 2005). Here we assume that an initial anchoring of410

the topographic visual input to the HD neurons with arbitrary offset with respect to external411

landmarks already exists prior to the development of the PI circuit; such an anchoring could412

even be prewired. In our model, it is sufficient that the visual-input tuning is local and topo-413

graphically arranged. Once the PI circuit has developed, visual connections could be anchored414

to different environments, as shown by Kim et al. (2019) and Fisher et al. (2019). For the sake of415

simplicity and without loss of generality, we study the development of the path-integrating cir-416

cuit while the animal moves in the same environment, and keep the visual input-tuning fixed.417

Therefore, the present work addresses the important question of how the PI circuit itself could418

be formed, and it is complementary to the problem of how allothetic inputs to the PI circuit419

are wired (Fisher et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019).420

In Figure 4 we show that our network can adapt to different gains much faster than the421

time required to learn the network from scratch. Our simulations are akin to experiments422

where rodents are placed in a VR environment and the relative gain between visual and pro-423

prioceptive signals is altered by the experimenter (Jayakumar et al., 2019). In this scenario,424

Jayakumar et al. (2019) found that the PI gain of place cells can be recalibrated rapidly. In con-425

trast, Seelig and Jayaraman (2015) found that PI gain in darkness is not significantly affected426

when flies are exposed to different gains in light conditions. We note, however, that Seelig427

and Jayaraman (2015) tested mature animals (8–11 days old), whereas plasticity in the main428

HD network is presumably stronger in younger animals. Also note that the manipulation we429

use to address adaptation of PI to different gains differs from the one in (Kim et al., 2019) who430

used optogenetic stimulation of the HD network combined with rotation of the visual scene431

to trigger a remapping of the visual input to the HD cells in a Hebbian manner. The findings432

in Jayakumar et al. (2019) can only be reconciled by plasticity in the PI circuit, and not in the433
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sensory inputs to the circuit.434

In order to address the coremechanisms that underlie the emergence of a path integrating435

network, we use a model that is a simplified version of the biological circuit. For example, we436

did not model inhibitory neurons explicitly and omitted some of the recurrent connectivity in437

the circuit, whose functional role is uncertain (Turner-Evans et al., 2020). We also choose to438

separate PI from other complex processes that occur in the CX (Raccuglia et al., 2019). Finally,439

we do not force the network to obey Dale’s law and do not model spiking explicitly.440

Nevertheless, after learning, we obtain a network connectivity that is strikingly similar to441

the one of the fly HD system. Indeed, the mature model exhibits local excitatory connectivity442

in the HD neurons, which in the fly is mediated by the excitatory loop from E-PG to P-EG to443

P-EN2 and back to E-PG (Turner-Evans et al., 2020), a feature that hand-tuned models of the444

fly HD system did not include (Turner-Evans et al., 2017). Furthermore, the HR neurons have445

excitatory projections towards the directions they are selective for, similar to P-EN1 neurons446

in the fly. Interestingly, these key features that we uncover from learning have been utilized447

in other hand-tuned models of the system (Turner-Evans et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017, 2019).448

Futurework could endeavor to come closer to the architecture of the flyHD systemandbenefit449

from the incorporation of more neuron types and the richness of recurrent connectivity that450

has been recently discovered in the fly (Turner-Evans et al., 2020).451

Relation to theoretical literature452

A common problem with CANs is that they require fine tuning: even a slight deviation from453

the optimal synaptic weight tuning leads to catastrophic drifting (Goldman et al., 2009). A way454

around this problem is to sacrifice the continuity of the attractor states in favor of a discrete455

number of stable states that aremuchmore robust to noise or weight perturbations (Kilpatrick456

et al., 2013). In our network, the small number of HD neurons enforces by design a coarse-457

grained representation of heading; the network is a CAN only in a quasi-continuous manner,458

and the number of discrete attractors corresponds to the number of HD neurons. This makes459

it harder to "jump" to adjacent attractors, since an energy barrier has to be overcome in the460

quasi-continuous case (Kilpatrick et al., 2013). Overall, the quasi-continuous nature of the at-461

tractor shields the internal representation of heading against the ever-present biological noise,462

which would otherwise lead to diffusion of the bump with time. The fact that the network can463

still path-integrate accurately with this coarse-grained representation of heading is remark-464

able.465

Seminal theoretical work on ring attractors has proven that in order to achieve gain-1 PI,466

the asymmetric component of the network connectivity (corresponding here toW HR) needs to467

be proportional to the derivative of the symmetric component (corresponding toW rec) (Zhang,468

1996). However, this result rests on the assumption that asymmetric and symmetric weight469

profiles are mediated by the same neuronal population, as in the double-ring architecture470

proposed by Xie et al. (2002) and Hahnloser (2003), but does not readily apply to the archi-471

tecture of the fly HD system where HD and HR cells are separate. In our learned network we472

find that the HR weight profile is not proportional to the derivative of the recurrent weight473
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profile, therefore this requirement is not necessary for gain-1 PI in our setting. Note that our474

learning setup can also learn gain-1 PI for a double-ring architecture, which additionally obeys475

Dale’s law (P. Vafidis (2019), Learning of a path-integrating circuit [Unpublished master’s thesis].476

Technical University of Berlin.).477

Our learning setup, inspired by Urbanczik and Senn (2014), is similar to the one in Guer-478

guiev et al. (2017) in the sense that both involve compartmentalized neurons that receive "tar-479

get" signals in a distinct compartment. It differs, however, in the algorithm and learning rule480

used. Guerguiev et al. (2017) use local gradient descent during a "target" phase, which is sep-481

arate from a forward propagation phase, akin to forward/backward propagation stages in482

conventional deep learning. In contrast, we use a modified Hebbian rule, and in our model483

"forward" computation and learning happen at the same time; timemultiplexing, whose origin484

in the brain is unclear, is not required. Our setting would bemore akin to the one in Guerguiev485

et al. (2017) if an episode of PI in darkness would be required before an episode of learning in486

light conditions, which does not seem in line with the way animals naturally learn.487

Outlook488

The present study adds to the growing literature of potential computational abilities of com-489

partmentalized neurons (Poirazi et al., 2003; Guerguiev et al., 2017; Beniaguev et al., 2019;490

Gidon et al., 2020). The associative HD neuron used in this study is a coincidence detector,491

which serves to associate external and internal inputs arriving at different compartments of492

the cell. Coupled with memory-specific gating of internally generated inputs, coincidence de-493

tection has been suggested to be the fundamentalmechanism that allows themammalian cor-494

tex to form and update internal knowledge about external contingencies (Doron et al., 2020).495

This structured form of learning does not require engineered "hints" during training (e.g. see496

DePasquale et al. (2018)), and it might be the reason why neural circuits evolved to be so ef-497

ficient at reasoning about the world, with the mammalian cortex being the pinnacle of this498

achievement. Here we demonstrate that learning at the cellular level can predict external in-499

puts (visual information) by associating firing activity with internally generated signals (velocity500

inputs) during training. This effect is due to the anti-Hebbian component of the learning rule501

in eq. (11), where the product of postsynaptic axon-distal and presynaptic activity comes with502

a negative sign. Specifically, it has previously been demonstrated that anti-Hebbian synaptic503

plasticity can stabilize persistent activity (Xie and Seung, 2000) and perform predictive coding504

(Bell et al., 1997; Hahnloser, 2003). At the population level, this provides a powerful mech-505

anism to internally produce activity patterns that are identical to the ones induced from an506

external stimulus. This mechanism can serve as a way to anticipate external events or, as in507

our case, as a way of "filling in" missing information in the absence of external inputs.508

Local, Hebb-like learning rules have been deemed a weak form of learning, due to their in-509

ability to utilize error information in a sophisticated manner. Despite that, we show that local510

associative learning can be particularly successful in learning appropriate fine-tuned synaptic511

connectivity, when operating within a cell structured for coincidence detection. Therefore, in512

learning and reasoning about the environment, our study highlights the importance of induc-513
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tive biases with developmental origin (e.g. allothetic and idiothetic inputs arrive in different514

compartments of associative neurons), rather than powerful learning algorithms (Lake et al.,515

2016).516

Importantly, our model generates testable predictions for future experiments in flies and,517

potentially, other animal models. An obvious prediction of our model is that synaptic plas-518

ticity is critical for the development of the PI network for heading, and the lack of allothetic519

sensory input (e.g. visual) during development will disrupt the formation of the PI system. Pre-520

vious work showed that head direction cells in rat pups displayedmature properties already in521

their first exploration of the environment outside their nest (Langston et al., 2010), which may522

seem to contradict our assumption that the PI circuit wires during development. However, di-523

rectional selectivity of HD cells in the absence of allothetic inputs and PI performance were not524

tested in this study. We also predict that HD neurons have a compartmental structure where525

idiothetic inputs are separated from allothetic sensory inputs, which initiate action potentials526

more readily due to being electrotonically closer to the axon initial segment. Finally, similarly527

to place cell studies in rodents (Jayakumar et al., 2019), we predict that during development528

the PI system can adapt to experimenter-defined gain manipulations, and it can do so faster529

than the time required for the system to develop from scratch.530

In conclusion, the present work addresses the age-old question of how to develop a CAN531

that performs accurate, gain-1 PI in the absence of external sensory cues. We show that this532

feat can be achieved in a network model of the HD system bymeans of a biologically plausible533

learning rule at the cellular level. Even though our network architecture is tailored to the one534

of the fly CX, the learning setup is general and can be applied to other PI circuits. Of particular535

interest is the rodent HD system: despite the lack of evidence for a topographically-organized536

recurrent HD network in rodents, a one-dimensional HD manifold has been extracted in an537

unsupervised way (Chaudhuri et al., 2019). Therefore, our work lays the path to study the538

development of ring-like neural manifolds in mammals. Finally, it would be interesting to see539

if a similar mechanism underlies the emergence of PI in place and grid cells.540
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Methods551

In what follows, we describe our computational model for learning a ring attractor network552

that accomplishes accurate angular PI. The model described here focuses on the HD system553

of the fly, however the proposed computational setup is general and could be applied to other554

systems. All parameter values are summarized in Table 1.555

Network Architecture556

Wemodel a recurrent neural network comprisingNHD = 60 head-direction (HD) andNHR = 60557

head-rotation (HR) cells, which are close to the number of E-PG and P-EN1 cells in the fly central558

complex (CX), respectively (Turner-Evans et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2020). A scaled-down version559

of the network for NHR = NHD = 12 is shown in Fig. 1A. The average spiking activity of HD560

and HR cells is modelled by firing-rate neurons. HD cells are organized in a ring and receive561

visual input, which encodes the angular position of the animal’s head with respect to external562

landmarks. We use a discrete representation of angles and we model two HD cells for each563

head direction, as observed in the biological system (Turner-Evans et al., 2017). Therefore the564

network can represent head direction with an angular resolution Δ� = 12 deg.565

Motivated by the anatomy of the fly CX (Green et al., 2017; Turner-Evans et al., 2020), HR566

cells are divided in two populations (Fig. 1A): a ’leftward’ (L-HR) population (with increased ve-567

locity input when the head turns leftwards) and a ’rightward’ (R-HR) population (with increased568

velocity input when the head turns rightwards). After learning, these two HR populations will569

be responsible to move the HD bump in the anticlockwise and clockwise directions, respec-570

tively.571

The recurrent connections among HD cells and the connections from HR to HD cells are572

assumed to be plastic. On the contrary, connections from HD to HR cells are assumed fixed573

and determined as follows: for every head direction, one HD neuron projects to a cell in the574

L-HR population, and the other to a cell in the R-HR population. Because HD cells project to HR575

cells in a 1-to-1manner, each HR neuron is simultaneously tuned to a particular head direction576

and a particular head rotation direction. The synaptic strength of the HD to HR projections is577

the same for all projections. Finally, HR cells do not form recurrent connections.578

Neuronal Model579

We assume that each HD neuron is a rate-based associative neuron (Fig. 1D), i.e., a two-com-580

partmental neuron comprising an axon-proximal and an axon-distal dendritic compartment581

(Urbanczik and Senn, 2014; Brea et al., 2016). The two compartments model the dendrites of582

that neuron that are closer to (further away from) the axon initial segment. Note that here the583

axon-proximal compartment replaces the somatic compartment in the original model by Ur-584

banczik and Senn (2014). This is because the somata of fly neurons are typically electrotonically585

segregated from the rest of the cell and they are assumed to contribute little in computation586

(Gouwens and Wilson, 2009; Tuthill, 2009). We also note that to fully capture the input/output587

transformations that HD neurons in the fly perform, more compartments than two might be588

needed (Xu et al., 2020). Finally, only HD cells are associative neurons, whereas HR cells are589
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simple rate-based point neurons.590

HD cells receive an input current Id to the axon-distal dendrites, which obeys591

�s
dId
dt

= −Id +W recrHD +W HRrHR + IHDinℎ + nd (1)
where Id is a vector of length NHD with each entry corresponding to one HD cell. In eq. (1),592

�s is the synaptic time constant,W rec is a NHD ×NHD matrix of the recurrent synaptic weights593

among HD cells,W HR is aNHD×NHRmatrix of the synaptic weights fromHR to HD cells, rHR and594

rHD are vectors of the firing rates of HR and HD cells respectively, IHDinℎ is a constant inhibitory595

input common to all HD cells, and nd are random fluctuations in the axon-distal input (noise)596

drawn IID from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance �2n . Note that in the main597

text we set �n to zero, but we explore different values for this parameter in the Supplemen-598

tary Information (see section "Robustness to noise"). The constant current IHDinℎ is in line with599

a global inhibition model with local recurrent connectivity, as opposed to having long-range600

inhibitory recurrent connectivity (Kim et al., 2017). The inhibitory current IHDinℎ contributes to601

preserve the uniqueness of the HD bump, however the exact strength of this inhibition is not602

important in our model.603

Since several electrophysiological parameters of the fly neurons modeled here are un-604

known, we use dimensionless conductance values. Therefore, in eq. (1), which describes the605

dynamics of the axon-distal input of HD cells, currents (e.g., Id , IHDinℎ , and nd ) are dimensionless.606

As a result, voltages are also dimensionless, and because we measure firing rates in units of607

1/s, all synaptic weights (e.g.,W rec andW HR) then have, strictly speaking, the unit ’seconds’ (s),608

even though we mostly suppress this unit in the text. Importantly, all time constants (e.g., �s),609

which define the time scale of dynamics, are measured in units of time (in seconds).610

The axon-distal voltage V d of HD cells is a low-pass filtered version of the input current Id ,611

that is,612

�l
dV d

dt
= −V d + Id (2)

where �l is the leak time constant of the axon-distal compartment. The voltage V d and the613

current Id having the same unit (both dimensionless) means that the leak resistance of the614

axon-distal compartment is also dimensionless, and we assume that it is unity for simplicity.615

We choose values of �l and �s (for specific values, see Table 1) so that their sum matches616

the phenomenological time constant of HD neurons (E-PG in the fly), while �s equals to the617

phenomenological time constant of HR neurons (P-EN1 in the fly, Turner-Evans et al., 2017).618

The axon-proximal voltage V a of HD cells is then given by619

C dV a

dt
= −gLV a − gD(V a − V d) + Ivis + IHDexc + na (3)

where C is the capacitance of the membrane of the axon-proximal compartment, gL is the620

leak conductance, gD is the conductance of the coupling from axon-distal to axon-proximal621

dendrites, Ivis is a vector of visual input currents to the axon-proximal compartment of HD622
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cells, IHDexc is an excitatory input to the axon-proximal compartment, and na is a vector of IID623

Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance �2n injected to the axon-proximal compartment.624

The excitatory current IHDexc is assumed to be present only in light conditions. The values of C ,625

gL, and gD in the fly HD (E-PG) neurons are unknown, thus we keep these parameters unitless,626

and set their values to the ones in Urbanczik and Senn (2014). Note that since conductances627

are dimensionless here, C is effectively a time constant.628

Following Hahnloser (2003), the visual input to HD cell i is a localized bump of activity at629

angular location �i:630

Ivisi (t) =M exp
(

− 1
2�2

sin2
(

�i + �0(t)
2

))

+ Iviso (4)
where M scales the bump’s amplitude, � controls the width of the bump, �i is the preferred631

orientation of HD neuron i, �0(t) is the position of a visual landmark at time t in head-centered632

coordinates, and Iviso < 0 is a constant inhibitory current that acts as the baseline for the633

visual input. We choose M so that the visual input can induce a weak bump in the network634

at the beginning of learning, and we choose � so that the resulting bump after learning is635

∼60 degrees wide. Note that the bump in the mature network has a square shape (Fig. S2B);636

therefore we elect to make it slightly narrower than the average full width at half maximum of637

the experimentally observed bump (∼80 degrees; Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015; Kim et al., 2017;638

Turner-Evans et al., 2017). In addition, the current Iviso is negative enough to make the visual639

input purely inhibitory, as reported (Fisher et al., 2019). The visual input is more inhibitory in640

the surround to suppress activity outside of the HD receptive field. Therefore the mechanism641

in which the visual input acts on the HD neurons is disinhibition.642

The firing rate of HD cells, which is set by the voltage in the axon-proximal compartment,643

is given by644

rHD = f (V a) (5)
where645

f (x) =
fmax

1 + exp(−�(x − x1∕2))
(6)

is a sigmoidal activation function applied element-wise to the vector V . The variable fmax sets646

the maximum firing rate of the neuron, � is the slope of the activation function, and x1∕2 is the647

input level at which half of the maximum firing rate is attained. The value of fmax is arbitrary,648

while � is chosen such that the activation function has sufficient dynamic range and x1∕2 is649

chosen such that for small negative inputs the activation function is non-zero.650

The firing rates of the HR cells are given by651

rHR = f
(

W HDrHDLP + Ivel + IHRinℎ + nHR
) (7)

where rHR is the vector of length NHR of firing rates of HR cells, the NHR × NHD matrix W HD
652

encodes the fixed connections from the HD to the HR cells, rHDLP is a low-pass filtered version of653

the firing rate of the HD cells where the filter accounts for delays due to synaptic transmission654

in the incoming synapses from HD cells, Ivel is the angular velocity input, IHRinℎ is a constant655
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inhibitory input common to all HR cells, and nHR is a IID Gaussian noise input to the HR cells656

with zero mean and variance �2n . We set IHRinℎ to a value that still allows sufficient activity in the657

HR cells bump, even when the animal does not move. The low-pass filtered firing-rate vector658

rHDLP is given by659

�s
drHDLP

dt
= −rHDLP + rHD . (8)

and the angular-velocity input to HR neuron i is given by660

Iveli (t) = q k v(t) with q =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

−1 for i ≤ NHR∕2

1 for i > NHR∕2
(9)

where k is the proportionality constant between head angular velocity and velocity input to the661

network, v(t) is the head angular velocity at time t in units of deg/s, and the factor q is chosen662

such that the left (right) half of the HR cells are primarily active during leftward (rightward)663

head rotation. Note that the same �s is in both eqs. (1) and (8). Finally, as mentioned earlier,664

the matrixW HD encodes the hardwired HD-to-HR connections, i.e.,W HD
ij = wHD if HD neuron j665

projects to HR neuron i, andW HD
ij = 0 otherwise. Specifically, for j odd, HD neuron j projects666

to L-HR neuron i = j+1
2 , whereas for j even, HD neuron j projects to R-HR neuron i = 30 + j

2 .667

The synaptic strength wHD is chosen such that the range of the firing rates of the HD cells is668

mapped to the entire range of firing rates of theHR cells. Specifically, we setwHD = Aactive
fmax

, where669

Aactive is the range of inputs for which f has not saturated, i.e., the input values for which f670

remains between about 7% and 93% of its maximum firing rate fmax (see eq. (6)). Finally, the671

proportionality constant k is set so that the firing rate of HR neurons does not reach saturation672

for the range of velocities relevant for the fly (approx. [−500, 500] deg/s), given all other inputs673

they receive.674

Synaptic Plasticity Rule675

In our network, the associative HD neurons receive direct visual input in the axon-proximal676

compartment and indirect angular velocity input in the axon-distal compartment through the677

HR-to-HD connections (Fig. 1D). We hypothesize that the visual input acts as a supervisory sig-678

nal that controls the axon-proximal voltage V a directly, and the latter initiates spikes. There-679

fore, the goal of learning is for the axon-distal voltage V d to predict the axon-proximal voltage680

by changing the synaptic weights W rec and W HR. This change is achieved by minimizing the681

difference between the firing rate f (V a) in the presence of visual input and the axon-distal682

prediction f (V ss) of the firing rate in the absence of visual input. In the latter case and at683

steady-state, the voltage V ss
i for HD neuron i is an attenuated version of the axon-distal volt-684

age,685

V ss
i =

gD
gD + gL

V d
i , (10)

with conductance gD of the coupling from the axon-distal to axon-proximal dendrites and leak686

conductance gL of the axon-proximal compartment, as explained in eq. (3). Therefore, follow-687
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Table 1. Parameters values.
Parameter Value Unit Explanation

NHD 60 Number of head direction (HD) neurons
NHR 60 Number of head rotation (HR) neurons
Δ� 12 deg Angular resolution of network
�s 65 ms Synaptic time constant
IHDinℎ −1 Global inhibition to HD neurons
�l 10 ms Leak time constant of axon-distal compartment of HD neurons
C 1 ms Capacitance of axon-proximal compartment of HD neurons
gL 1 Leak conductance of axon-proximal compartment of HD neurons
gD 2 Conductance from axon-distal to axon-proximal compartment
IHDexc 4 Excitatory input to axon-proximal compartment in light conditions
M 4 Visual input amplitude

Mstim 16 Optogenetic stimulation amplitude
� 0.15 Visual receptive field width

�stim 0.25 Optogenetic stimulation width
Iviso −5 Visual input baseline
fmax 150 spikes/s Maximum firing rate
� 2.5 Steepness of activation function
x1∕2 1 Input level for 50 % of the maximum firing rate
IHRinℎ −1.5 Global inhibition to HR neurons
k 1∕360 s/deg Constant ratio of velocity input and head angular velocity

Aactive 2 Input range for which f has not saturated
wHD 13.3 ms Constant weight from HD to HR neurons
�� 100 ms Plasticity time constant
Δt 0.5 ms Euler integration step size
�v 0.5 s Time constant of velocity decay
�v 450 deg/s Standard deviation of angular velocity noise
� 0.05 1/s Learning rate

Table 1. Parameter values, in the order they appear in the Methods section. These valuesapply to all simulations, unless otherwise stated. Note that voltages, currents, and conduc-tances are assumed unitless in the text; therefore capacitances have the same units as timeconstants.

ing Urbanczik and Senn (2014), we define the plasticity-induction variable PIij for the connec-688

tion between presynaptic neuron j and postsynaptic neuron i as689

PIij =
[

f (V a
i ) − f (V

ss
i )

]

Pj (11)
where Pj is the postsynaptic potential of neuron j, which is a low-pass filtered version of the690

presynaptic firing rate rj . That is,691

Pj(t) = H(t) ∗ rj(t) (12)
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where ∗ denotes convolution. The transfer function692

H(t) = 1
�l − �s

[

exp
(

− t
�l

)

− exp
(

− t
�s

)]

u(t) (13)
is derived from the filtering dynamics in eq. (1) and eq. (2) and accounts for the delays intro-693

duced by the synaptic time constant �s and the leak time constant �l. In eq. (13), u(t) denotes694

theHeaviside step function, i.e., u(t) = 1 for t > 0 and u(t) = 0 otherwise. The plasticity-induction695

variable is then low-pass filtered to account for slow learning dynamics,696

��
d�ij
dt

= −�ij + PIij , (14)
and the final weight change is given by697

dWij

dt
= ��ij (15)

where � is the learning rate and Wij is the connection weight from presynaptic neuron j to698

postsynaptic neuron i. Note that the synaptic weight Wij is an element of either the matrix699

W rec or the matrix W HR depending on whether the presynaptic neuron j is an HD or an HR700

neuron, respectively. The value of the plasticity time constant �� is not known, therefore we701

adopt the value suggested by Urbanczik and Senn (2014).702

Equation (11) is a "delta-like" rule that can be interpreted as an extension of the Hebbian703

rule; compared to a generic Hebbian rule, we have replaced the postsynaptic firing rate f (V a
i )704

by the difference between f (V a
i ) and the predicted firing rate f (V ss

i ) of the axon-distal compart-705

ment of the postsynaptic neuron. This difference drives plasticity in the model. We note that706

f (V a
i ) is a continuous approximation of the spike train of the postsynaptic neuron, which could707

be available at the axon-distal compartment via back-propagating action potentials (Larkum,708

2013). Furthermore, the axon-distal voltage and postsynaptic potentials are by definition avail-709

able at the synapses arriving at the axon-distal compartment. Therefore, the learning rule is710

biologically plausible because all information is locally available at the synapse.711

The learning rule used here differs from the one in the original work of Urbanczik and Senn712

(2014) becauseweutilize a rate-based version instead of the original spike-based version. Even713

though spike trains can introduce Poisson noise to f (V a
i ), Urbanczik and Senn (2014) show that714

once learning has converged, asymmetries in theweights due the spiking noise are on average715

canceled out.716

Another difference in our learning setup is that, unlike in Urbanczik and Senn (2014), the717

input to the axon-proximal compartment does not reach zero in equilibrium (see, e.g., Fig. 3D,718

and the Mathematical Appendix). Therefore, an activation function with a saturating non-719

linearity, as in eq. (6), is crucial for convergence, which could not be achieved with a less bi-720

ologically plausible threshold-linear activation function. This lack of strict convergence in our721

setup is responsible for the square form of the bump (Fig. S3B and Mathematical Appendix).722
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Training Protocol723

We train the network with synthetically generated angular velocities, simulating head turns of724

the animal. The network dynamics are updated in discrete time steps Δt using forward Euler725

integration. The entrained angular velocities cover the range of angular velocities exhibited726

by the fly, which are at maximum ∼ 500 deg/s during walking or flying (Geurten et al., 2014;727

Stowers et al., 2017). The angular velocity v(t) is modeled as an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process728

given by729

v(t + Δt) = (1 − �)v(t) + �v
√

Δt n(t) (16)
where � = Δt∕�v and �v is the time constant with which v(t) decays to zero, n(t) is noise drawn730

from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1 at each time step, and �v731

scales the noise strength.732

We pick �v and �v so that the resulting angular velocity distribution in Fig. S2C and its time733

course, e.g. in Fig. 2A, are similar to what has been reported in flies during walking or flying734

(Geurten et al., 2014; Stowers et al., 2017). Finally, note that we train the network for angular735

velocities a little larger than what flies typically display (up to ±720 deg/s).736

Quantification of the Mean Learning Error737

In eq. (11) we have used the learning error738

Ei = f (V a
i ) − f (V

ss
i ) (17)

which controls learning in every associative HD neuron i. To quantify the mean learning error739

err(t) in the whole network at time t, we average Ei across all HD neurons and across a small740

time interval [t, t + tw], that is,741

err(t) = 1
twNHD

NHD
∑

i=1
∫

t+tw

t
|Ei(�)| d� (18)

with tw = 10 s. In Fig. 3D, we plot this mean error at every 1 % of the simulation, for 12 simula-742

tions, and averaged across the ensemble of the simulations. Note that individual simulations743

occasionally display "spikes" in the error. Large errors occur if the network happens to be744

driven by very high velocities that the network does not learn very well because they are rare;745

larger errors also occur for very small velocities, i.e., when the velocity input is not strong746

enough to overcome the local attractor dynamics, as seen, e.g., in Fig. 2C. On average, though,747

we can clearly see that the mean learning error decreases with increasing time and settles to748

a small value (e.g., Fig. 3D and Fig. 4A).749

Population Vector Average750

To decode from the activity of HD neurons an average HD encoded by the network, we use751

the population vector average (PVA). We thus first convert the tuning direction �i of each HD752

neuron i to the corresponding complex number ej�i on the unitary circle, where j is the imag-753
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inary unit. This complex number is multiplied by the firing rate rHDi of HD neuron i, and then754

averaged across neurons to yield the PVA755

rav =
1

NHD

NHD
∑

i=1
rHDi ej�i . (19)

The PVA is a vector in the 2-D complex plane and points to the center of mass of activity in756

the HD network. Finally, we take the angle of the PVA as a measure for the current heading757

direction represented by the network.758

Fly Connectome Analysis759

Our model assumes the segregation of visual inputs to HD (E-PG) cells from head rotation760

and recurrent inputs to the same cells. To test this hypothesis, we leverage on the recently761

released fly hemibrain connectome (Xu et al., 2020; Clements et al., 2020). First, we randomly762

choose one E-PG neuron per wedge of the EB, for a total of 16 E-PG neurons. We then find763

all incoming connections to these neurons from visually responsive ring neurons R2 and R4d764

(Omoto et al., 2017; Fisher et al., 2019). These are the connections that arrive at the axon-765

proximal compartment in our model. We then find all incoming connections from P-EN1 cells,766

which correspond to the HR neurons, and from P-EN2 cells, which are involved in a recurrent767

excitatory loop from E-PG to P-EG to P-EN2 and back to E-PG (Turner-Evans et al., 2020). These768

are the connections that arrive at the axon-distal compartment in our model.769
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Supplementary Information932

Details of Learning933

As further evidence that training in Fig. 3 of the main text has converged, we plot in Fig. S2A934

the learning error (eq. (17)) of the HD cells for the first 30 s of the same example simulation as935

Fig. 2A, and for both conditions. In light conditions, the error is zero in all positions apart from936

the edges of the bump, where the error is substantial. There exists an intuitive explanation of937

why these errors persist. During learning, the circuit is trying to predict the visual input, other-938

wise the additional delays in the velocity pathway (due to the extra synaptic transmission to HR939

neurons) would make it impossible to follow changes in the visual input perfectly. Moreover,940

the velocity pathway, which implements PI, cannot move the bump for very small angular ve-941

locities, and tends to move it slightly faster for intermediate velocities, and slower for large942

ones. Both of the latter biases are likely due to the saturation of angular velocities that the943

circuit integrates. Since the velocity pathway is active even in the presence of visual input, it944

creates errors at the edges of the bump whose sign is consistent with the aforementioned PI945

velocity biases (Fig. S2A, top panel). Other than that, the angular velocity input predicts the946

visual input near-perfectly, as evidenced by the near-zero error everywhere else in the net-947

work. Therefore, this strongly argues that learning has converged. During PI in darkness, the948

network operates in a self-consistent manner, merely integrating the angular velocity input,949

and the learning error is very small. Note that errors are not defined for HR cells since they950

are not associative neurons.951

In addition, it is clear from Fig. S2B that the bump in the network has a square form, in952

contrast to the smoother form which would be expected from visual input alone. This is be-953

cause the learning rule in eq. (11) only converges when HD neurons reach saturation (see also954

Mathematical Appendix, Fig. S8 panel S2).955

Robustness to noise956

Up to this point, the only source of stochasticity in the network came from the angular ve-957

locity noise in the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Methods). Biological HD systems, however,958

are subject to other forms of biological noise, like noisy percepts or stochasticity of spiking. To959

address that, we include Gaussian IID synaptic noise to every location in the network where in-960

puts arrive: the axon-proximal and axon-distal compartments of HD cells and the HR cells (see961

Methods). We then ask how robustly can the network learn in the presence of such stochas-962

ticity.963

To quantify the network’s robustness to noise, we need to define a comparativemeasure of964

useful signals vs. noise in the network. By "signals" we refer to the velocity/visual inputs and965

any network activity resulting from them, whereas "noise" is the aforementioned Gaussian966

IID variables. We then define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to be the squared ratio of the967

active range of the activation function f , Aactive, over two times the standard deviation of the968
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Gaussian noise, �n, i.e.969

SNR =
(

Aactive
2�n

)2

. (20)
This definition is motivated by the fact that Aactive determines the useful range signals in970

the network can have. If any of the signals exceed this range, they cannot impact the network971

in any meaningful way because the neuronal firing rate has saturated, unless they are coun-972

terbalanced by other signals reliably present. The 2 in the denominator is due to the fact that973

the noise can extend to both positive and negative values, whereas Aactive denotes the entire974

range of useful inputs.975

We then vary the SNR systematically and observe its impact on learning and network perfor-976

mance. Figure S5 shows a network that has been trained with SNR = 2. The resulting network977

connectivity remains circularly symmetric andmaintains the required asymmetry in the HR-to-978

HD connections for L- and R-HR cells (data not shown). Therefore we only plot the profiles in979

Fig. S4B, which look very similar to the one in Fig. 3C. The network activity still displays a clear980

bump that smoothly follows the ground truth in the absence of visual input (Fig. S4C). There981

are only minor differences compared to the network without noise. The presence of the noise982

is most obvious in the HR cells, since HD cells that do not participate in the bump are deep983

into inhibition, and therefore synaptic input noise does not affect as much their activity. Also,984

we observe that the peak of the local excitatory connectivity in W rec is not as pronounced.985

This happens because the noise corrupts auto-correlations of firing during learning. Further-986

more, the PI errors diffuse faster in the network with noise (Fig. S4D), and the neural velocity987

slightly overestimates the head angular velocity (Fig. S4E). In total, however, we conclude that988

the learning dynamics average out the impact of input noise, and the resulting network is989

excellent at PI, even when the SNR is low. Networks with higher SNR performed even better,990

whereas the network can no longer sustain a bump in darkness when SNR = 1, i.e. when the991

standard deviation of the noise covers the full active range of inputs (data not shown).992

Delays in the network set a limit for neural velocity during path integration993

In the main text we trained the network for a set of angular velocities that cover the full range994

exhibited by the fly, and we showed that it can account for several key experimental findings.995

However, the ability of any continuous attractor network to path-integrate is naturally limited996

for high angular velocities, due to the synaptic delays inherent in any such network (Zhong997

et al., 2020). To evaluate the ability of our network to integrate angular velocities, we sought998

to identify a limit of what velocities could be learned.999

The width of the HD bump in our network in degrees is here termed BW, and it is largely1000

determined by the width � of the visual receptive field. This is because during training we1001

force the network to produce a bump with a width matching that of the visual input, when the1002

latter is not present. In turn, the width of the learned local excitatory connectivity profile in1003

W rec that guarantees such stable bumps of activity will be similar to the width of the bump,1004

because recurrent connections during learning are only drawn from active neurons (non-zero1005
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Pj in eq. (11)). As mentioned in the main text, this emphasizes the Hebbian component of our1006

learning rule (fire together - wire together). As a result, the width of local excitatory recurrent1007

connections should be approximately BW degrees.1008

We reason that this width determines how fast the bump canmove in the HD network. On1009

first thought this seems counter-intuitive, because the HR neurons are responsible for moving1010

the bump. However as we show in Fig. S1 the higher velocities are served by the long range1011

excitatory connections inW HR, which are not strong enough tomove the bump by themselves.1012

Therefore contribution from HD cells is still needed, at least for high angular velocities. Then1013

how fast this contribution can happen is limited by the delays in the network, since any self-1014

motion or recurrent input must pass through the synaptic delays of HD neurons before it can1015

impact the current head direction. Therefore, assuming that only one hop downstream is1016

needed to move the bump to the next position, we reason that the maximum velocity that the1017

network can achieve without external guidance (i.e. without visual input) is inversely propor-1018

tional to the total one-hop delays in the HD network �tot ≈ �s + �l, i.e.1019

vmax =
b(�,Δ�)
�tot

. (21)
where b can be thought of as an effective bump width, which depends on � but also on the1020

angular resolution of the HD network Δ�, due to discretization effects.1021

We then systematically vary the synaptic delays in the network and test what velocities1022

it can learn. We indeed find that networks can path-integrate all angular velocities up to a1023

limit, but not higher than that. As predicted, this limit is inversely proportional to the total1024

one-hop delays in the HD network �tot, for a wide range of delays (Fig. S5A). Furthermore,1025

the inverse proportionality constant matches BW well. Fitting eq. (21) to the data we obtain1026

b(0.25, 6) ≈ BW = 96 deg for NHD = NHR = 120 and b(0.15, 12) = 80 deg, BW = 60 deg for1027

NHD = NHR = 60. The velocity gain plot for an example network with high synaptic delays1028

is shown in Fig. S5B. Interestingly, we notice that the performance drop at the velocity limit1029

is not gradual; instead, the neural velocity abruptly drops to a near-zero value once past the1030

velocity limit. Further investigation reveals that for velocities higher than this limit, the net-1031

work can no longer sustain a bump (Fig. S5C). This happens because the HD network cannot1032

activate neurons downstream fast enough to keep the bump propagating, and therefore the1033

bump disappears and the velocity gain plot becomes flat.1034

As mentioned in the main text, there are two limitations other than synaptic delays why1035

the network could not learn high angular velocities: limited training of these velocities, and1036

saturation of HR cell activity. These limitations kick in for total synaptic delays smaller than1037

160 ms. Therefore to create Fig. S5A for these delays, we increased the standard deviation1038

of the velocity noise in the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process to �v = 800 deg/s to address the first1039

limitation, and we increased the dynamic range of angular velocity inputs by decreasing the1040

proportionality constant to k = 1∕540 s/deg to address the second.1041

Overall, these results indicate that the network learns to path-integrate all angular veloc-1042

ities up to a fundamental limit imposed by the architecture of the HD system in the fly. Fur-1043
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thermore, we conclude that the phenomenological delays observed in the fly HD system in1044

Turner-Evans et al. (2017) are not fundamentally limiting the system’s performance, since they1045

can support PI for angular velocities much higher than the ones normally displayed by the fly.1046

Finally, the findings suggest that there is a trade-off between the bump width BW and the1047

maximum angular velocity the HD system can support. Ideally, an animal would benefit from1048

a small BW because it translates to a finer internal estimate of heading. However, since b in1049

eq. (21) depends on BW, a smaller BW leads to reduced maximum angular velocity. Therefore,1050

there exists a fundamental trade-off between location and velocity accuracy in the HD system.1051

Supplementary Figures1052

Figure S1. Removal of long-range excitatory projections impairs PI for high angular velocities. (A) Theweight matrixW HR of connections from HR to HD neurons from Fig. 3B, after the long-rangeexcitatory projections have been removed. (B) PI in the resulting network is impaired for high angularvelocities, compared to Fig. 2C.
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Figure S2. Details of learning. (A) Learning errors (eq. (17)) in converged network in light conditions(yellow overbars) or during PI in darkness (purple overbars). Note the different scales. (B) Snapshot ofthe bump, which has a square form, and the errors at t = 11.5 s in light conditions from (A). Alsooverlaid is the hypothetical form of the bump if only the visual input was present in the axon-proximalcompartment of the HD neurons, termed "visual bump". Notice that the errors are due to the fact thatthe visual bump is trailing in relation to the bump in the network. As a result, at the front of the bumpthe subthreshold visual input is actually inhibiting the bump. (C) Histogram of entrained velocities.
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Figure S3. PI performance of perturbed network, after Gaussian noise with standard deviation ∼1.5has been added to the synaptic connections in Fig. 3A,B. (A), (B) Resulting weight matrices after noiseaddition. (C) Example of PI. The activity of HD, L-HR and R-HR neurons along with the PI error andinstantaneous angular velocity are displayed. (D) Temporal evolution of distribution of PI errorsduring PI in darkness. Compared to Fig. 2B the distribution gets wider faster, and also exhibits sidebias. (E) PI is impaired compared to Fig. 2C, particularly for small angular velocities.
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Figure S4. Learned network with SNR=2. (A) The mean learning error during training decreases andsettles to a low value. (B) Profiles of learned weights. BothW rec andW HR (not shown) are circularlysymmetric. Compared to Fig. 3C, the peak of the local excitatory profile inW rec is not as pronounced,because the random noise corrupts the autocorrelations of HD neurons. (C) Example of PI. Theactivity of HD, L-HR and R-HR neurons along with the PI error and instantaneous angular velocity aredisplayed. The noise can be more readily seen in the HR activity, because HD cells not participating inthe bump are deeply into inhibition. (D) Temporal evolution of distribution of PI errors during PI indarkness. Compared to Fig. 2B the distribution gets wider faster, however it does not exhibit side bias.(E) The network achieves almost perfect gain-1 PI, despite noisy inputs. Compared to Fig. 2C theperformance is only slightly impaired.
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Figure S5. Network integrates angular velocities up to a limit set by synaptic delays. (A) Maximumneural velocity learned is inversely proportional to the total one-hop synaptic delays in the network.Green dots: point estimate of maximum neural velocity learned, green bars: 95 % confidenceintervals (t-test). (B) Example neural velocity gain plot in network with increased synaptic delays(�s = 190 ms, �l = 10 ms). (C) Behavior of the network near the velocity limit. The example network in (B)is driven by a single velocity in every column, in light and darkness conditions. Near and below thelimit, there is a delay in the appearance of the bump, which then path-integrates with near gain 1 indarkness. Above the limit however the bump cannot stabilize, resulting in the dip in neural velocity atthe limit observed in (B).
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Mathematical Appendix1053

In this sectionwederive a reducedmodel for the dynamics of the synapticweights during learn-1054

ing. The goal is to gain an intuitive understanding of the structure obtained in the full model1055

(Figure 3 of the main text). Such a model reduction is obtained by 1) exploiting the circular1056

symmetry in the system; 2) averaging weight changes across different speeds and moving di-1057

rections; 3) writing dynamical equations in terms of convolutions and cross-correlations. With1058

these methods, we derive a non-linear dynamical system for the weight changes as a function1059

of head direction. Finally, we simulate this dynamical system and inspect how the different1060

variables interact to obtain the final weights.1061

We study the learning equation (see Eqs. 11–15 in themain text where the low-pass filtering1062

with time constant �� has been ignored)1063

d
dt
Wij(t) = � Ei(t)Pj(t) (A1)

where1064

Ei(t) = f [V a
i (t)] − f [V

ss
i (t)] (A2)

is the pre-synaptic error at cell i and1065

Pj(t) = ∫

∞

0
dsH(s)f [V a

j (t − s)] (A3)
is the post-synaptic potential at HD cell j, andH is a temporal filter (with time constants �s and1066

�l, see Eq. 13 of the main text).1067

Clockwise movement1068

Assuming that the head turns clockwise (which equals to rightward rotation, i.e. rotation to-1069

wards decreasing angles) and anti-clockwise (leftward, i.e. towards increasing angles) with1070

equal probability, we can approximate the weight dynamics by summing the average weight1071

change W +
ij for clockwise movement and the average weight change W −

ij for anti-clockwise1072

movement:1073

d
dt
Wij(t) =

d
dt
W +
ij (t) +

d
dt
W −
ij (t). (A4)

We start by assuming head movement at constant speed and we later generalize the re-1074

sults for multiple speeds. We compute the expected weight change d
dt
W +
ij for one lap in the1075

clockwise direction at speed v+ > 0:1076

d
dt
W +
ij (t) =

�v+

2� ∫

2�∕v+

0
d� E+i (�)P

+
j (�) (A5)

where1077

P+j (t) = ∫

∞

0
dsH(s)f [V a+

j (t − s)] (A6)
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is the post-synaptic potential for clockwise movement, and1078

E+i (t) = f [V
a+
i (t)] − f [V ss+

i (t)] (A7)
is the error for a clockwise movement. Assuming that the axon-proximal voltage is at steady1079

state (Eq. 3 of themain text with the l.h.s. set to zero and IHDexc absorbed into Ivis), the clockwise1080

axon-proximal voltage reads1081

V a+
i (t) = V ss+

i (t) +
Ivisi (t)
gD + gL

(A8)
where (see Eq. 10 of the main text)1082

V ss+
i (t) =

gD
gD + gL

V d+
i . (A9)

From Eqs. 1 and 2 of the main text, we can write the axon-distal voltage V d+
i as a low-pass1083

filtered version of the total axon-distal current D+
i for clockwise movement (see also Eq. 13 of1084

the main text):1085

V d+
i = ∫

∞

0
dsH(s)D+

i (t − s) , (A10)
which yields1086

V ss+
i (t) =

gD
gD + gL ∫

∞

0
dsH(s)D+

i (t − s) . (A11)
Importantly, the visual input Ivis is translation invariant:1087

Ivisj (t) = Ivisi

(

t +
�j − �i
v+

)

(A12)
where �j and �i are the preferred head directions of cells j and i, respectively. As a result of1088

this translation invariance, the recurrent weight matrixW develops circular symmetry:1089

Wij = W0,(j−i) mod NHD (A13)
whereNHD is the number of HD cells in the system. Consequently, the post-synaptic potential1090

P+j is also translation invariant:1091

P+j (�) = Pi

(

� +
�j − �i
v+

)

= P0
(

� +

� ∶=
⏞⏞⏞
�j − �0
v+

)

. (A14)
In this case, without loss of generality, we can rewrite Eq. A5 for a single row of the matrix1092
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d
dtW

+
ij as a function of the angle difference � ∶= �j − �0:1093

d
dt
W +
ij (t) =

d
dt
W +
0,(j−i) mod NHD(t) =

�v+

2� ∫

2�∕v+

0
d� E+0 (�)P

+
(j−i) mod NHD(�) (A15)

=
�v+

2� ∫

2�∕v+

0
d� E+0 (�)P

+
0 (� + �∕v

+) (A16)
=

�
2� ∫

2�

0
d'E+0 ('∕v

+)P+0 [(' + �)∕v
+] (A17)

=
�
2� ∫

2�

0
d' �+(') p+(' + �) (A18)

=
�
2�
(�+ ⋆ p+)(�) (A19)

=∶ d
dt
w+(�) . (A20)

where we defined �+(') ∶= E+0 ('∕v
+) and p+(') ∶= P+0 ('∕v

+), and ⋆ denotes circular cross-1094

correlation.1095

From equation A6, we derive1096

p+(') ∶= P+0 ('∕v
+) = ∫

∞

0
dsH(s)f [V a+

0 ('∕v+ − s)] (A21)
≈ ∫

2�

0
d� 1

|v+|
H(�∕v+)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ ℎ+(�)

f [V a+
0 ((' − �)∕v+)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ va+(' − �)

] (A22)

= [ℎ+ ∗ f (va+)](') . (A23)
The approximation in Eq. A22 is valid if the temporal filter H is shorter than 2�∕v+, that is for1097

H(t)≪ 1 for t > 2�∕v+, which holds for the filtering time constants and velocity distribution we1098

assumed (Fig. A1). Therefore, plugging Eq. A23 into Eq. A20, we obtain:1099

d
dt
w+(�) ≈

�
2�
{�+ ⋆ [ℎ+ ∗ f (va+)]}(�) . (A24)

By using the definition of �(')+ we derive1100

�+(') ∶= E+0 ('∕v
+) = f [V a+

0 ('∕v+)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟
= va+(')

] − f [V ss+
0 ('∕v+)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ vss+(')

] (A25)

with (Eq. A8)1101

va+(') = vss+(') +
Ivis0 ('∕v+)
gD + gL

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ Īvis(')

(A26)
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and (Eq. A11)1102

vss+(') =
gD

gD + gL ∫

∞

0
dsH(s)D+

0 ('∕v
+ − s) (A27)

≈
gD

gD + gL ∫

2�

0
d� 1

|v+|
H(�∕v+)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
= ℎ+(�)

D+
0

(

' − �
v+

)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ d+(' − �)

(A28)

≈
gD

gD + gL
(ℎ+ ∗ d+)(') (A29)

The approximation in Eq. A29 is valid if the temporal filterH is shorter than 2�∕v+, which again1103

holds true for our parameter choices (Fig. A1).1104

Calculation of the axon-distal input1105

Let us compute the axon-distal current D+
i to neuron i for clockwise movement. From Eq. 11106

of the main text, setting the l.h.s. to zero, and splitting the rotation-cell activities in the two1107

populations (L-HR and R-HR), we derive1108

D+
i (t) =

∑

j
Wij(t)f [V a+

j (t)]

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
∶= Drec+

i (t)

+
∑

j
W R
ij (t)f [V

R+
j (t)]

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
∶= DR+

i (t)

+
∑

j
W L
ij (t)f [V

L+
j (t)]

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
∶= DL+

i (t)

+IHDinℎib . (A30)

whereW R
ij (W L

ij ) are the weights from the right (left) rotation cells, and V R+
j (V L+

j ) are the volt-1109

ages of the right (left) rotation cells (see Eqs. 7–9 of the main text):1110

V R+
j (t) = Aactive

fmax ∫ ∞0 dsHs(s)f [V a+
j (t − s)] + Īvel + IHRinℎib (A31)

V L+
j (t) = Aactive

fmax ∫ ∞0 dsHs(s)f [V a+
j (t − s)] − Īvel + IHRinℎib . (A32)

The function HS(t) ∶= exp(−t∕�s)∕�s is a temporal low pass filter with time constant �s and the1111

velocity input reads (Eq. 9 of the main text)1112

Īvel ∶= v+∕(2�) . (A33)
Eqs. A31 and A32, show that the rotation-cell voltages are re-scaled and filtered versions of1113

the corresponding HD-cell firing rates with a baseline shift Īvel that is differentially applied to1114

right and left rotation cells.1115

From Eq. A30, we derive1116

d+(') ∶= D+
0

( '
v+

)

= Drec+
0

( '
v+

)

+DR+
0

( '
v+

)

+DL+
0

( '
v+

)

+ IHDinℎib . (A34)
Assuming a large numberNHD of HD cells evenly spaced around the circle, the recurrent axon-1117
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distal input reads1118

Drec+
0

( '
v+

)

=
∑

j
W0jf [V a+

j ('∕v+)] + IHDinℎib (A35)
= �HD ∫

2�

0
d� w(�) f

[

V a+
0

(

' + �
v+

)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ va+(' + �)

]

+ IHDinℎib (A36)

= �HD [w ⋆ f (va+)](') + IHDinℎib . (A37)
where �HD = NHD∕2� is the density of the HD neurons around the circle and we used the fact1119

that the axon-proximal voltage is translation invariant (see also Eq A14):1120

V a+
j (�) = V a+

0 (� + �∕v+) . (A38)
Following a similar procedure for DR+

0 and DL+
0 , we obtain:1121

d+(�) =
[

�HDw ⋆ f (va+) + �HRwR ⋆ f (vR+) + �HRwL ⋆ f (vL+)
]

(�) + IHDinℎib (A39)
where �HR = NHR∕2� is the density of the HR neurons for one particular turning direction (note1122

that we assumed �HR = 2�HD in the main text). In deriving Eq. A39 we defined1123

vR+(�) ∶= V R+
0 (t∕v+) ≈

Aactive
fmax [ℎ

+
s ∗ f (v

a+)](�) + Īvel + IHRinℎib (A40)
vL+(�) ∶= V L+

0 (t∕v+) ≈
Aactive
fmax [ℎ

+
s ∗ f (v

a+)](�) − Īvel + IHRinℎib . (A41)
wherewedefined the filterℎ+s (') ∶= 1

|v+|
Hs(t∕v+), and the approximations are valid ifHs(t∕v+)≪1124

1 for t > 2�∕v+, which holds true for the time contant and velocity distribution assumed in the1125

main text.1126

Finally, we compute the rotation-cells’ weights change. For these weights, the learning1127

rule is the same as the one for the recurrent connections, except that the post-synaptic HD1128

input is replaced by the post-synaptic HR input. Therefore, following the same procedure as1129

in Eqs. A15-A23, the rotation weight changes are given by:1130

d
dt
wR+(�) =

�
2�
{�+ ⋆ [ℎ+ ∗ f (vR+)]}(�) (A42)

d
dt
wL+(�) =

�
2�
{�+ ⋆ [ℎ+ ∗ f (vL+)]}(�) . (A43)
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In summary, for clockwise movement, we obtain the following system of equations:1131

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

d+(�) = [�HDw ⋆ f (va+) + �HRwR ⋆ f (vR+) + �HRwL ⋆ f (vL+)](�) + IHDinℎib
vss+(�) = gD

gD+gL
(ℎ+ ∗ d+)(�)

va+(�) = vss+(�) + Īvis(�)

vR+(�) = Aactive
fmax [ℎ

+
s ∗ f (v

a+)](�) + Īvel + IHRinℎib
vL+(�) = Aactive

fmax [ℎ
+
s ∗ f (v

a+)](�) − Īvel + IHRinℎib
�+(�) = f [va+(�)] − f [vss+(�)]

d
dtw

+(�) = �
2� {�

+ ⋆ [ℎ+ ∗ f (va+)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ p+

]}(�)

d
dt
wR+(�) = �

2�
{�+ ⋆ [ℎ+ ∗ f (vR+)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ pR+

]}(�)

d
dt
wL+(�) = �

2�
{�+ ⋆ [ℎ+ ∗ f (vL+)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ pL+

]}(�) .

(A44)

Anti-clockwise movement1132

We now consider anticlockwise movements with speed v− = −v+. First we note that the tem-1133

poral filter1134

ℎ−(�) ∶= 1
|v−|

H(�∕v−) = 1
|v+|

H(−�∕v+) = ℎ+(−�) (A45)
is a mirrored version about the origin of its clockwise counterpart ℎ+, whereas the visual input1135

is unchanged because it is symmetric around the origin (see Eq. 4 of the main text)1136

Ivis0 (�∕v−) = Ivis0 (�∕v+) . (A46)
Let us first assume that1137

d−(�) = d+(−�) , (A47)
we shall verify the validity of this assumption self-consistently at the end of this section. From1138

Eqs. A45–A47 it follows that f (va−) = f
[

gD
gD+gL

(ℎ− ∗ d−) + Īvis
] is a mirrored version of f (va+),1139

that is,1140

f [va−(�)] = f [va+(−�)] , (A48)
and, as a result,1141

�−(�) = �+(−�) . (A49)
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We now compute the anticlockwise weight change for the recurrent weights1142

d
dt
w−(�) =

�
2�
{�− ⋆ [ℎ− ∗ f (va−)]}(�) . (A50)

The r.h.s. of Eq. A50, without the �∕(2�) pre-factor reads:1143

{�− ⋆ [ℎ− ∗ f (va−)]}(�) = ∫

2�

0
d� �−(�)∫

2�

0
ds ℎ−(s)f [va−(� + � − s)] (A51)

= ∫

2�

0
d� �+(−�)∫

2�

0
ds ℎ+(−s)f [va+(−� − � + s)] (A52)

= ∫

2�

0
d� �+(�)∫

2�

0
ds ℎ+(s)f [va+(� − � − s)] (A53)

= {�+ ⋆ [ℎ+ ∗ f (va+)]}(−�) (A54)
where from Eq. A52 to Eq. A53 we used variable substitution. Therefore, the weight change1144

for clockwise movement is the mirrored version around the origin of the weight change for1145

anticlockwise movement:1146

d
dt
w−(�) = d

dt
w+(−�) , (A55)

meaning that, with learning, the recurrent weights develop into an even function:1147

w(�) = w(−�) . (A56)
Let us now study the anticlockwiseweight change for the rotationweights. The rotation-cell1148

voltages during anticlockwise movement read:1149

vR−(�) = Aactive
fmax [ℎs ∗ f (v

a−)](�) − Īvel + IHRinℎib (A57)
vL−(�) = Aactive

fmax [ℎs ∗ f (v
a−)](�) + Īvel + IHRinℎib . (A58)

Using Eq. A48 in Eqs. A57 and A58 we find1150

vR−(�) = vL+(−�) (A59)
vL−(�) = vR+(−�) . (A60)

Therefore, applying the same procedure outlined in Eqs. A50–A54, to the anticlockwise change1151

in the rotation weights yields1152

d
dt
wR−(�) = d

dt
wL+(−�) (A61)

d
dt
wL−(�) = d

dt
wR+(−�) , (A62)
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meaning that, during learning, the right and left rotation weights develop mirror symmetry:1153

wR(�) = wL(−�) . (A63)
To verify that our original assumption in Eq. A47 holds, we compute the axon-distal input1154

for anticlockwise movement:1155

d−(�) = [�HDw ⋆ f (va−) + �HRwR ⋆ f (vR−) + �HRwL ⋆ f (vL−)](�) + IHDinℎib . (A64)
Using Eqs. A48, A56, A57, A58, A63 in Eq. A64, yields1156

d−(�) = �HDw ⋆ f (va+) + �HRwL ⋆ f (vL+) + �HRwR ⋆ f (vR+)](−�) + IHDinℎib = d+(−�) . (A65)
Finally, using Eqs. A55, A61, and A62, the total synaptic weight changes for both clockwise1157

and anticlockwise movement read1158

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

d
dt
w(�) = d

dt
w+(�) + d

dt
w+(−�)

d
dt
wR(�) = d

dt
wR+(�) + d

dt
wL+(−�)

d
dtw

L(�) = d
dtw

R(−�) .

(A66)

Averaging across speeds1159

So far, we have only considered head turnings at a fixed speed v+ (clockwise) and v− = −v+1160

(anticlockwise). However, in the full model described in the main text, velocities are sampled1161

stochastically from an OU process. This random process generates a half-normal distribution1162

of speeds with spread �v∕2 (Fig. A1, left, see also Table 1 in the main text). We thus compute1163

the expected weight changes with respect to this speed distribution:1164

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

d
dt⟨w⟩v(�) ∶= ∫ ∞0 dv p(v) ddtwv(�)

d
dt
⟨wR

⟩v(�) ∶= ∫ ∞0 dv p(v) d
dt
wR
v (�)

d
dt⟨w

L
⟩v(�) ∶= ∫ ∞0 dv p(v) ddtw

L
v (�)

(A67)

where wv is the weight change for speed |v+| = |v−| = v and p(v) is an half-normal distribution1165

with spread �v∕2.1166

Simulation of the reduced model1167

In this section, we show the dynamics of the reduced model numerically simulated according1168

to Eqs. A44, A66, and A67. Weight changes are computed at discrete time steps and integrated1169

using the forward Euler method. At each time step we compute the weight changes for each1170

speed v (Eqs. A44 and A66) and we estimate the expected weight change according to Eq. A67.1171

We then update the weights and proceed to the next step of the simulation. Note that Eq. A441172

requires the firing rates of HD and HR cells at the previous time step (recurrent input, first line1173
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Figure A1. Left: assumed distribution of head-turning speeds (black) and discrete approximation usedfor the simulations. The colored vertical lines indicate speeds for which the filter ℎ+ is plotted in theright panel. Right: temporal filter ℎ+(�) for several example speeds (see vertical lines in the left panel).Note that even for the largest speeds (blue curve) the filter decays within one turn around the circle.

of Eq. A44). Therefore, at each time step, we save the HD and HR firing rates for every speed1174

value v and provide them as input to the next iteration of the simulation.1175

Fig. A2 shows the evolution of the reduced system for 400 time steps, starting from an1176

initial condition where all weights are zero. One can see that from time steps 75 to 100 the1177

system switches from a linear regime (HD firing rates below saturation, see top panel) to a1178

non-linear regime (saturated HD rates). Such a switch is accompanied by peaks in the average1179

absolute error (third panel from the top). Notably, the rotation weights start developing a1180

structure only after such switch has occurred (see two bottom panels)—a feature that has1181

been observed also in the full model (Fig. 3e of the main text).1182

Development of the recurrent weights1183

Figure A3 provides an intuitive explanation for the shape of the recurrent-weight profiles w1184

that emerge during learning. The first column shows the evolution of the recurrent weights1185

in the linear regime (t = 25), i.e., before the HD rates reach saturation. In this regime, both1186

recurrent and rotation weights are small, and the steady-state axon-distal rate1187

f (vss) ≈ f
(

gD
gD + gL

Iinℎib

)

(A68)
is flat and close to zero. Therefore, the HD output rate f (va) is dominated by the visual input1188

Īvis (Eq. A44, third line), which has the shape of a localized bump (panel A1). Thus the error �1189

has also the shape of a bump (B1). Additionally, the post-synaptic inputs p+ and p− are shifted1190

and filtered versions of this bump (Eq. A44, seventh line). The recurrent weight changes dw+1191

and dw− for clockwise and anticlockwise movement are given by the cross-correlation of the1192

errors �+ and �− with the post-synaptic inputs p+ and p− (panel C1; see Eq. A44 seventh line1193

and Eq. A50). Note that because a(x) ⋆ b(x) = a(−x) ∗ b(x), the operation of cross-correlation1194
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Figure A2. Evolution of the reduced model. The figure shows from top to bottom: A) the HD-cells’firing rate f (va+); B) the error �; C) the average absolute error; D) the recurrent weights w; E-F) therotation weights wR and wL. The HD firing rate and the errors (panels A-C) are averaged acrossspeeds and and both movement directions. The vertical dashed lines denote the time points shown inFigs. A3 and A4.
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can be understood graphically as a convolution between the mirrored first function a and the1195

second function b. Such a mirroring is irrelevant in C1 (linear regime) because the error is1196

an even function, but becomes important in C2 (non-linear regime). As a result of this cross-1197

correlation, the recurrent recurrent-weight changes dw+ and dw− are shifted bumps (colored1198

lines in C1), whichmerge into a single central bumpafter summing clockwise and anticlockwise1199

contributions (black line in C1). Therefore, in the linear regime, the recurrent weights develop1200

a single central peak in the origin (panel D1).1201

The second column of Fig. A3 shows the development of the recurrent weights in the non-1202

linear regime (time step 350). Panel A2 shows that in this scenario theHDfiring-rate bumps are1203

broader and approach saturation due to the strong recurrent input. The coupling between the1204

axon-distal and axon-proximal compartment acts as a self-amplifying signal during learning1205

which results in the activity of all active neurons participating in the bump reaching saturation.1206

Additionally, because the recurrent input is filtered in time (Eq. A44, second line), such bumps1207

are also shifted towards the direction of movement. Importantly, due to the lack of visual1208

input, within the receptive field the steady-state axon-distal rates are always smaller than the1209

firing rates. As a result, the errors �+ and �− show small negative bumps in the direction of1210

movement, and small positive bumps in the opposite direction (panel B2). Additionally, the1211

post-synaptic inputs p+ and p− shift further apart from the origin. Consequently, the total1212

weight change dw develops negative peaks around 60 degrees (black line in C2, contrast to1213

panel C1), and these peaks get imprinted in the final recurrent weights’ profiles (panel D2).1214

Development of the rotation weights1215

Figure A4 provides an intuitive explanation for the shape of the rotation-weights profiles wR
1216

and wL that emerge during learning. The first column shows the evolution of the rotation1217

weights in the linear regime (t = 25), i.e., before the HD rates reach saturation. In this regime,1218

the rotation-cell firing rates are filtered versions of the HD bumps but re-scaled by a factor1219

Aactive∕fmax ≈ 0.013 and baseline-shifted by an amount ±Īvel + IHRinℎib (Eq. A44 lines 4 and 5;1220

panel A1, compare to Fig. A3A1. Panel B1 shows that the errors �+ and �− overlap and have1221

the shape of a bump centered at the origin (same curves as in Figure A3B1). Additionally, the1222

post-synaptic potentials pR± and pL± in B1 are filtered versions of the curves in A1 (Eq. A44,1223

lines 7 and 8). As a result, the weight changes dwR± and dwL±, i.e., the errors cross-correlated1224

by the post-synaptic potentials, appear similar to the bumps in A1, but they are smoother and1225

further apart from the origin (panel C1). Finally, such weight changes get imprinted in the1226

rotation weights (panel D1).1227

The second column shows the evolution of the rotation weights in the non-linear regime1228

(t = 350), i.e., after the HD rates reach saturation. In this case, the large recurrent input gives1229

rise to larger rotation rates (A2, compare to A1) and larger post-synaptic potentials (B2, com-1230

pare to B1). In panel B2, we can see that the errors �+ and �− show positive and negatives1231

peaks shifted from the origin (same curves as in Figure A3B2), which generate weight changes1232

with both positive and negative lobes (panel C2). Such weight changes get finally imprinted in1233

the rotation weights (panel D2).1234
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A1 A2

B1 B2

C1 C2

D1 D2

Figure A3. Development of the recurrent weights. The figure provides an intuition for the shape ofthe recurrent-weights profiles that emerge during learning. Each column refers to a different timestep (see also dashed lines in Fig A2). Each row shows a different set of variables of the model (seelegends in the first column). The figure is to be read from top to bottom, because variables in thelower rows are computed from variables in the upper rows. Blue (orange) lines always refer toclockwise (anticlockwise) motion. Black lines in C show the total weight changes for both clockwiseand anti-clockwise motion, i.e., dw = dw+ + dw−.
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A1 A2

B1 B2

C1 C2

D1 D2

Figure A4. Development of the rotation weights. The figure provides an intuition for the shape of therotation-weights profiles that emerge during learning. Each column refers to a different time step(see also dashed lines in Fig A2). Each row shows a different set of variables of the model (see legendsin the first column). The figure is to be read from top to bottom, because variables in the lower rowsare computed from variables in the upper rows. Blue (orange) lines always refer to clockwise(anticlockwise) motion.
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